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The Social Life of Violins:
A Creative Exploration of Entanglements
and Actor-Network Theory
Benedetta Lombardo
The first time I met Tom’s violin was a
damp December night in 2012. We were
walking home from a gig when Tom offered
to show me his infamous instrument: “Must
be something like 200 years old, that violin,”
he told me. Of course, I had to accept his
offer. In the corner of his living room sat an
old violin case made of leather, whose cover
was peeling away. I was expecting to find a
decrepit piece of wood, too brittle to even
look at. Instead, when Tom unfolded the
leather case, a magnificent maroon violin
stared back at me in all its elegance and
pristine curves. Tom picked it up and quickly
threw the bow across the strings, producing a
of sharp array of harmonies. He started
playing numerous scales, frantically moving
up and down the fingerboard, as if he had
been practicing all evening. I was
mesmerized: “Two hundred years old you
say?”
“At least!”
I knew I had to discover this marvelous
creature.
And so that was when I began doing an
ethnography of the violin, the living
inanimate object, the human non-human.
With the new year, I started going regularly
over to Tom’s house to hear him play, to ask
him thousands of questions, conduct
interviews, or just to have a peek at the violin.
It was throughout those numerous afternoons, on Tom’s living room floor, that the
centennial instrument recounted its story.
This is how I learnt about how the violin,
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and thus objects by extension, are more than
inanimate things. They are deeply connected
to us humans, and take on human-like
behaviour. In fact, I will look at how objects
and living things do not exist in separate
worlds, but rather in ‘entanglements’;
networks where all agents play a part in the
making of an object, a living thing or a
system. I then also analyse the extent of a
violin’s power and agency over humans- how
much humans imbue objects with their own
power and how much objects exert power
over us. Lastly I consider how this has an
impact on what value we attribute to objects,
arguing that the value of a violin is not so
much inherent as to accumulated by the
violin’s owners of the years, giving the violin
a particular story. Tom’s violin allowed me
to see the non-living world in an entirely
different way; not as separate as I’d assumed
it was, but as an integral part in the shaping
of human beings, from our bodies to our
memories to our life choices.
ENTANGLEMENTS
I was a tree first and foremost. I was born
in the forest of violins, Paneveggio, you
know where that is? I shook my head in
ignorance. North-Eastern Italy, up in the
mountains. My wood comes from spruce
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tree, as many violins do, because of its
acoustic qualities. Before Stradivari, or
any other luthier was born, I grew out of
the other mother trees around me. The
forest rangers manage Paneveggio from
centuries and cut down trees not only for
their own purposes but also to allow
space for the forest to regenerate itself
and grow new plants. Along with the
nutrients in the parent rock, the older
mother trees aided in the growth of my
tree sending sugars through our
interconnected root system. Growing
among them increased my chances of
survival and becoming an adult tree; not
only did they nurture me with nutrients,
but would also send chemical signals to
increase my defenses when nearby trees
were infected. And on top of that, the cold
temperatures of the winter season, put the
trees at rest, which is what increases the
density and vibrational properties in their
trunks.
However, a tree will never be able to
show you its acoustics just from looking
at it from the outside. The one way
rangers can tell a good resounding tree
from another is by paying close attention
to the migration of bees, mice and
chaffinches. When the bees and mice are
present in the winter it means the
temperatures are not cold enough for
trees to develop good acoustics. Whereas
chaffinches can tell good trees; they will
choose the most harmonic trees to sing
during mating season in order for their
trills to be amplified and reach the
females. Over the years, rangers have
learnt to read the forest, just as the other
animals do, and identity the trees that will
someday be played in concert halls.
As I listened the violin narrate its story, I
started understanding the interconnectedness
of living things. This violin was not only a
product of a tree that grew on its own, but it
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also relied on the knowledge of older trees to
survive among others in the forest. Likewise,
the rangers did not just pick any tree, but they
relied on the movement of other species
inhabiting the trees to be able to tell the best
resounding ones. And even there, the animals
and trees themselves depended on, and were
a product of, the seasonal temperatures, the
ice, the snow.
This reminded me of Kohn’s (2013) idea
of how the Amazonian forests can think,
without the intervention of human beings.
Kawa (2016) in fact describes how vital the
role of birds, rodents, insects and microbes
are in the making and unmaking of the
Amazonian forests. These species all aid in
dispersing seeds and breaking down matter
that help the forest grow, regenerate and
maintain its livelihood (Kawa, 2016: 98).
Human beings, instead of being at the centre
of the forest ecosystem, play a part as valid as
the other elements at play. The violin
therefore is not only an object in itself, but
comes from a complicated web of different
living and non-living things.
Latour (2005) writes about ActorNetwork Theory, where he describes objects,
animals, people, situations, almost anything
we could think of as being in relation to other
‘actors’ or ‘actants’. In fact, the violin’s tree
was deeply entangled with the insects and
birds, the rangers, the climate, all which
allowed it to come to life and be that melodic
tree. When I first set out to investigate Tom’s
violin I did not expect to embark on a journey
of non-human anthropology, wondering what
this could look like; how far could objects
and non-humans be in relation to people or be
people themselves? If anything, this research
demonstrated how humans do not live in
separate worlds from other beings, and how
our contribution to larger systems can be only
one of many.
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SKILLS
One afternoon, sitting in Tom’s old
armchair, I asked the violin how it went from
being a tree to being a string instrument:
I was chosen to be cut down and spent
years drying out the water, before I
reached any carpenter. In fact, it wasn’t
until 1820 that I was bought by a luthier.
At that point the golden age of Cremona
violinmakers was long gone, but I
became one of the few remnants of that
art. My luthier was the apprentice of a
student of the infamous Cremona luthier
Guarneri del Gesù. Thus I too was shaped
in the city of violins, in a little workshop
just off the central square of the town.
Signor Latari, the luthier, had already
made violins before me, and he assessed
the wood, and used a mold (those of
Guarneri), but he had no idea how I was
going to turn out. He only knew he
wanted to make a roughly adult-size
violin. In fact, no process was ever the
same; as he carved out the wood, he
regulated his movements in line with the
splinters and movements of the wood,
that travelled unevenly across the slate.
He had to adapt the pressure in his hands,
in chipping out the details of the scroll on
my head, or in smoothing the surface of
my back. Every stroke was a
development of the one before, in a
continuous reassessment and readjustment of his craft. Some areas needed
more scalpels, others needed more glue.
It is not something one can just learn, or
imitate; one must develop a feel for it, a
feel for where the wood takes you and
what the wood needs. In a way, I guided
the luthier in the making of my shape, as
much as he guided me. And even before I
was a proper instrument, there was a sort
of rhythm in me, between my maker and
my materials.
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What distinguished Signor Latari’s
violins from other luthiers was the red
colour of his varnish and the shape of his
scroll, like they were his signature.
Although each one was a little bit
different from the other, all his scrolls
were tall, elongated elegant features, and
mine was no exception. All musicians
and violin connoisseurs in those days
could be able to see me and say, “that is a
Latari”. However, with the sound, that’s
different. Signor Latari could only tell the
quality of his violins once they were all
finished, and the last piece to be added
was the ‘anima’, the signpost inside the
violin which in Italian means ‘soul’. In
fact, once Signor Latari positioned it
carefully underneath the bridge of the
violin, in the only spot between the two
walls of the body which will make the
violin sing, he sighed with relief: “Ah,
you’re alive!”
He then tried the violin, to see what
needed adjusting, moving the bridge to
make the wood vibrate more, or turning
the tuning pegs. The sound produced was
deep and soft, almost raspy. Signor Latari
immediately knew who this violin was
perfect for.
Antonio Grimaldi, a well-known
violinist and composer of Cremona of the
time walked into the little workshop on a
grey September evening. He told Signor
Latari he was not in need of any new
violins, and was only passing by to see if
I was suitable for any of his students.
However, upon Signor Latari’s great
insistence, Antonio decided to practice
Bach’s ‘Ciaccona’ on me, and was
immediately moved. The depth and
richness of the notes, the intense
vibration, the sombre tone were unlike
any other of his violins. He could really
explore the thickness of his music on me.
He immediately decided to take it, trying
the sounds that the different bows
3
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produced first, choosing that with the
thickest horsehair that allowed my bass
strings to belt. That was why he called me
endearingly ‘violone’, big violin. I was
ecstatic. It was through Antonio that I
learnt how this interplay of different
producers not only occurred in the
luthier’s workshop but also between a
musician and his instrument. Antonio
played beautifully, but his playing and
practicing was a constant negotiation of
pressure being applied onto the bow and
onto the strings, to see the different
sounds I would produce, and to get the
exact crystalline tone instead of the raspy
screech that could sometimes occur if the
bow was too harsh, or the fingers were
not positioned well. The quality of the
sound depended on the thickness of the
strings, and the sections of the bow as
well, and as Antonio played, he had to
feel the correct angle and force, note after
note, finger after finger. The sound was
never a given, but only a process in the
making, in the moment.
Something else I learnt throughout
my years with Antonio was the effect I
had on his body. Even if my shape
imposed physical difficulties, Antonio
worked to familiarize his hands around
them. He practiced day in and day out,
and I started noticing a purple bruise on
his neck, right where he cradled the
chinrest. I also noticed how his fingers
were different to that of the luthier’s; the
skin was hard with calluses and black
from the colour of the strings. For as long
as he lived that was the shape of his hand.
He lamented a great back pain, as it
curved onto the left side. His muscles and
bones had all moved to accommodate the
posture of holding a violin. Even his ears
had changed, if so in a less visible way.
Through his sixty years of music,
Antonio had attuned his ears, so close to
those violin f-holes, that he had gained
Spring 2022, Vol. 14, Issue 1
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perfect pitch. His ears could hear
anything. He knew exactly where to place
his fingers on the fingerboard, and not
because the fingers knew, but his ears did.
I had developed and guided his perfect
hearing, and now his hearing guided me
and his hands to perfect harmony.
I had always assumed a violin was an
unchanging object; there were goodsounding violins and bad-sounding violins,
or there good and bad violin players. I had
never stopped to think that the violin’s shape
or sound was never a given. Instead, Tom’s
violin was teaching me that the sound of a
violin (and indeed its construction while still
in the luthier’s shop) was always a process,
something that had to be worked on. The
sound produced by Grimaldi was never
already there by the violin’s nature, rather, he
had to create it, find it, every single time he
picked up the violin.
Both violinists and luthiers work with
their instrument in a way that is akin to
Ingold’s (2000) idea of crafting objects.
Ingold (2000: 355) writes that we enter into a
dialogue when constructing objects because
we develop a feel for them whilst making
them. We do not already inherently know
how to sculpt out a violin, but according to
Ingold, we learn by making it with our hands.
And in doing so, we learn from the material
itself, we adjust to it and let it guide us as
much as we impose our actions on it.
Therefore there is less separation between
maker and object. Instead, the object (or in
our case, even sound) comes out of a process
of interaction between the human and the
non-human. I was starting to see how objects
such as a violin are not completely passive in
the hands of humans, even in their early
stages as woodchops being carved out. And
the line between where the ‘human’ ended
and the ‘non-human’ began was becoming
increasingly unclear. It seemed that violins
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had much more power on us than can be
thought at first glance.
AGENCY AND POWER
The furthest trip I have taken has been
to Russia, where Reginaldo Augusto
brought me for one of his tours around the
world. It was the year 1896 and we were
being paid to perform at Count
Lavrenyov’s Christmas Ball that he held
every year in his winter residence in
snowy Saint Petersburg. When Antonio
Grimaldi’s sons were looking to sell me,
years after their father’s death, they
immediately thought of Reginaldo
Augusto, the greatest Italian violinist of
the Nineteenth Century, also known as
‘the nightingale’. Only his mastery could
be a match to Grimaldi’s violin, or so they
had told him. So I said goodbye to
Verona, where I had resided with
Reginaldo Augusto for the past five
years, and travelled from train to train all
the way across Europe.
Throughout all of our travels,
Reginaldo Augusto always kept me close
to his body; inside his big thick fur coat
during the day, and under the blankets at
night to make sure I would not freeze in
the subzero temperatures. He was afraid
that my tuning pegs would fall out from
the wood contracting due to the cold
climate, and as a result the bridge could
fall and crack. Without enough humidity
the signpost could move causing a
buzzing sound of the strings, instead of
the usual clear crystal one. In fact,
Reginaldo Augusto made sure to keep me
wrapped in silk sheets for the length of
our stay in Russia, because he believed
the silk helped trap the moisture of the
wood inside instead of escaping from the
case. That is why even when Reginaldo
Augusto’s fingers were blue, he never
approached a fire, too afraid I would lose
any humidity in me. He was not ready to
Spring 2022, Vol. 14, Issue 1
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gamble his once in a lifetime opportunity
to show off his mesmerizing sounds and
mastery to the Russian nobility. He was
quite sure he was going to become very
rich, or at least, internationally famous.
He could already see his name tapestried
across the Bolshoi Kamenny Theatre, and
grinning to himself, he would be
reminded to endure the piercing frostbite.
We performed on the 22nd of
December, in a great cream-coloured
palace in the outskirts of the city. The
halls were decorated with shiny golden
ornaments and paintings, statues of ice
and macarons, and blots of expensive
velvet in all different shades of blues,
purples and reds, that spun around the
room dancing, or stood in a corner
conspiring quietly. We were to play in
the aula magna, accompanied by the
quartet of strings that sat on a little
balcony to the right of the hall. Reginaldo
Augusto set the scene; he pulled me out
of the mountain of silk, positioned his
embroidered handkerchief on his
shoulder, brushed his hair away from his
eyes, and tuned the strings while a light
muttering drifted across the room.
The audience was invited to take a
seat, behind the Count obviously, who sat
at the centre of the hall beaming up at the
musicians, while someone with curly
moustache ends and round spectacles
introduced the renowned soloist.
Reginaldo Augusto poised me between
his chin and his arm. He moved his bodyhis arms, his hands, his feet, torso and
neck- all in a way to wrap himself around
me. Was I embracing him or was he
embracing me, you may ask? Impossible
to tell, we had become one. His hands
flew immediately into positions so
familiar to them, they knew exactly
where to place and how to move.
Whereas it took a few tries to find the
exact spot where he could feel the metal
5
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of the chinrest precisely between his
trachea and jaw. This way he could feel a
firm confident grip onto me, and this way
he knew he was going to play his best.
He could now feel the power of
holding that which was catching the
attention of the whole room. No matter all
the counts and dukes, he knew he was the
most powerful in the room in that
moment. He could feel the power rush in
his limbs, because he had silenced an
entire ballroom, and he was about to
enchant them with our hauntingly sweet
melodies. He held everyone in suspension, being the one who decided when to
start playing, because he was the one who
held the late Grimaldi’s violin and knew
how to play it divinely. That’s what made
him the great Reginaldo Augusto from
Verona.
He started vibrating F sharp before
his bow touched the chord. The notes of
Massenet’s ‘Meditation’ resonated with
every person in the room, who got lost in
their own imagination and memories
provoked by the sad melodies of the
music, connecting them in one unified
whole. However, there was one individual in particular, Lady Irina, who was
visibly shivering involuntarily and
crying. The intense vibratos of screeching
high notes, to the depths of the lows, had
provoked in her all the feelings she had
when she was a young girl; when she
would run around the gardens and eat
strawberries in the summer with her
darling brother. Now her brother no
longer lived, and Irina wanted
desperately to go back to those carefree
days. In fact, after that performance, she
decided to follow Reginaldo Augusto
across the country, just to be able to hear
my unmistakable sound and remember
her brother, entering thus a world of
music and musicians. Reginaldo,
enamored, left me in her hands when he
Spring 2022, Vol. 14, Issue 1
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passed away from tuberculosis a few
years later in the freezing continent.
What really struck me was how the violin
described Reginaldo’s sense of power
deriving from holding the violin. His fame
therefore was not only a product of his talent
as a musician, but as the player of the great
Grimaldi/Latari violin. Power here was
flowing in different directions and being
exerted on different actors.
Firstly, the violin had been given the
power as being a prestigious artefact, and in
turn this had an effect on people who came in
contact with the violin in any way. Much like
Gell’s (1998) theory of secondary agency of
objects (specifically, art pieces) the agency of
the maker has been passed on into the object.
The object has now been given the original
creator’s power and this allows it to exert
power over others. The violin congregated
the nobility of Russia around a room, in
silence, all waiting for it to start singing, and
it granted notoriety to Reginaldo, all because
of its prestigious origins.
Additionally, its power transmitted
Reginaldo a sense of immense authority and
potency while standing in the room. He knew
he was holding a highly-valued object in
front of all those aristocrats, granting him a
feeling of immense power over them which
he otherwise would not have had.
I could see the violin’s innate agency too,
however. The violin’s own material qualities
imposed on Reginaldo certain actions,
behaviours and movements such as avoiding
rooms heated and dried by fireplaces, as well
as training his body to mold into the shape
that could bring out the best sound. It was
Reginaldo who had to work his limbs around
the violin, and not the other way around,
meaning that the violin can enforce people to
act in certain ways to be able to play it. So its
power does not only come from a human, but
from its own materiality.
Some anthro-pologists in fact believe that
materials can act upon humans without the
6
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initial intervention of humans. Reed (2007),
for example, shows how cigarette smoke
actively affects the state of mind of inmates
in a Papua New Guinean prison. Similarly,
the violin melodies affected Lady Irina’s
mental state by provoking childhood
memories, which resulted in a physical
manifestation of the emotions associated.
Perhaps, then, there are times when nonhumans act on us much more than we do on
them. Who is more person-like then?
VALUE
Irina kept me like a prized possession,
so it must’ve been a great loss to her
when, on a trip to Paris, I was stolen from
her. I ended up in the streets of
Montmartre, between nomads and fiddle
players. I tried to call out to her, but my
voice had changed. Now people played
me on their stomachs or on their knees,
allowing the hands to slide quickly along
my neck, creating chords I had never
played before. Unlike with Reginaldo,
here posture was not important, nor was
the timbre or the ‘purity’ of the sound, but
the volume and speed of note-production.
In playing jigs, musicians, like the young
Remé, had to be able to whistle, sing or
dance at the same time, or stamp their
foot to the beat. These new postures
allowed movement as well as fluid
sounds, that did not fix the audience in a
static trance, but united them in a rather
different way; people participated to my
music. Here, the point was not so much to
listen to the accurate intonation of my
notes, but to create the correct
atmosphere for those gathering, like the
jolly ambience of a Sunday evening in a
café dancing or telling stories.
In 1943 I was bought for just a few
pennies from a flea market by a young
boy barely in his adolescence. When
Tom’s grandfather bought me I had
gained a few marks already, that I bring
Spring 2022, Vol. 14, Issue 1
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with me on my wood. Do you see this
little hole right next to the fingerboard? A
music stand once fell one me! Tom’s
grandfather then brought me with him to
London to pursue the classical training
similar to that of my ancestral owners,
later teaching Tom so as well.
But you see, by the time I reached
Tom’s family I was no longer one thing.
I am a bit like a human being- I am one
body, but my body has changed over the
years, my wood bearing the signs of my
experiences and enhancing its quality as
the years go by, like a good wine. So I am
not the same as I was when I was chopped
from a tree. And I am also many: I took
on the different lives of different owners,
being part of them, physically and
symbolically, every time discovering a
new sound of myself, sounding different
every time. Every bow, string and owner
changed, altering my tones. I was ‘Latari’
at first, then ‘violone’ and ‘nightingale’,
so precious to be passed on only as a gift
to the most talented, or to the ‘right’
person, tying different musicians together. And then I was a commodity,
something to be bought for money. Now
I am ‘Tom’s violin’. I was in different
places and spaces, in concert halls, alleyways, and subconscious minds, all across
the globe. And here I am, one and many
things, myself and part of others.
The violin’s last conversation made me
reflect on the value associated to it, and
objects in general. It had mentioned how it
had not remained the same violin throughout
all those years, having been across the world
and in different hands, with different sounds
and music played out of it. It had changed
character over time, and its own materials too
had altered in all those years. It was
interesting to see the violin’s history to
explore what value was attached to it in what
context.
7
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Appadurai (1986) argues that following
objects’ ‘lives’ can tell us about people and
how a certain object is used and valued. In
fact, the violin went from being passed on to
only those considered talented enough to
possess it, to being sold at a flea market,
where the exchange became less personal and
more commercial (Tsing, 2015). This implies
that the violin does not have an inherent value
as an object but that this very much depends
on people’s perception of what is considered
valuable.
However, by following this particular
violin’s biography (Kopytoff, 1986) we can
also see how this object gains a certain story,
and therefore value of its own as the years go
by. Not only because the quality of the wood,
and thus the sound, improves over time, but
because the stories it shares with musicians
become historically important to people. The
fact that it was played by Signor Grimaldi,
and Signor Augusto, gives it value because it
has a story behind it. It is not just any violin
that sounds good. It is a violin that travelled
the world and was played by renowned
musicians. It acquired the fame of its players
as much as it gave fame to them when they
were playing it. It embodies their value. As
we can see, there is always this exchange
between the violin and its context, its players.
It never stands on its own. It is always alive
in relation to others. This was until it was
trapped into a new context altogether.
The last time I saw Tom’s violin was in
Cremona’s new violin museum. Charles
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Barevsky, an antique collector of the ‘Friends
of Stradivari’ group, had tracked it down and
had bought it from Tom for an
insurmountable price. They had called it ‘Il
Perduto’, the lost one, because they had lost
track of it since Lady Irina. Now it hung
there, in a glass case, as a testimony of
Cremona’s grand violin-making craft, yet
devoid of any sound. It could not speak for
itself anymore. I often pondered as to why,
and could only imagine it was because it had
been extracted from everything else. Here it
only stood on its own, an object to be looked
upon. Yet, what had transpired in its stories
back in London, was its deep connection to
its surroundings, its musicians and its
audience. The violin lived only through and
in relation to others.
Perhaps it was not so much of a
coincidence that the violin had lost its voice,
for I also came to discover a few years later,
of the destruction of Paneveggio: just as it
had been made and shaped by the forces of
nature, so it was annihilated with the brutal
winds of an autumnal tempest. It eradicated
trees, tore their root systems, and swept away
the chaffinches. Some claim it is the climate
change brought on by human activity, others
think it is an unfortunate mischance.
Nonetheless, whatever humans try to do is
useless. Now therein lays a desolate
mountain waiting for its seeds, its bees, its
chaffinches and even its forest rangers to
bring back its harmony.
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Figure 1- Tom’s violin
(photographed by author)
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